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1. In which country are you living?

12 responses
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2. Are you a student or a teacher?
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3. What is your gender?

12 responses

4. Rate the meeting organization with grades from 1  (not too good) to 5
(excellent). Take into consideration the general organization, the
activities duration, the timing of the meeting, the participants safety.

12 responses
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5. Explain the answer to the previous question.

12 responses

The meeting was well organised however it took a Little bit too long.the feeling being ther was
very exciting.i Really enjoyed it!😻

ALL ACTIVITIES HAVE BEEN PERFECTLY DESIGNED, ORGANIZED AND PERFORMED.

 
Exceptional organization, the duration of the activities was relatively fair, perhaps I would have
liked more to have some more free time

Everything was so amazing. It was a plesure to participate in every activity. All of the activities
were so good organizated and so interesting!

All the activities were interesting; we learned new things,we enriched our knowledge of the
Turkish culture,cuisine.I consider this mobility a great oportunity for all of us to enlarge our
vision on life.We made friends.Everything organized by your team was just perfect!

I chose this grade because everything was on point with the scheedule that was presented to
us. The organization and the duration of the activities was verry good.

The organization was very good and we were able to have fun

Very nice experience and excellent organization from every point of view, for very stimulang
activities proposed, for visiting unique and unforgettable places that will remain indelible in my
heart and mind and for the warm welcome.

The whole meeting organisation may be evaluated as excellent, the timing and the activities
topics were great, interesting, interactive. Everything Washington excelent.

The meeting was well organized with only few timing problems, duration of activities was
appropriate, everybody was safe.

The general organization was excellent, there were no dead times, we continuously had
activities, the trips were very good organized, I was actually very impressed by the whole
mobility.

Everything was organized with great cure, teachers and students Made us feel part of the
school and in the interesting activities everything was Timed perfecty.
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school and in the interesting activities everything was Timed perfecty.

6. Rate the meeting content with grades from 1 (not too good) to 5
(excellent). Take into consideration if the subjects and the activities were
relevant, the balance between different types of activities, if the meeting
fulfilled its objectives.

12 responses
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7. Explain the answer to the previous question.

12 responses

All activities were pretty interesting,yet my favorite was visiting Kapadokya and the turkish
party

All activities were in line with the theme of the project. We had the opportunity to discover the
difference between the old and the new. We learned valuable information about religion,
culinary peculiarities, and how Turkish pottery is made.

 
the issues were current and contemporary to the point that thanks to the study carried out
previously at school I was able to reconnect also to more recent questions (cappadocia)

All of the activities were different as we were! Different but together, no? :) It was fun and
unforgetable

I believe that every activity was relevant,interesting,attractive,gave us new information,I can
use in our further teaching activities.

In my opinion the activities were relevant because we learned about the history of the Turkey
and Ankara. At the same time we created strong relations betwen us, the students.

The teips we did were one life trip that i wish to do it again soon with my family

All the activities carried out were all very interesting, creative and varied, both for students and
teachers.

All the activities werw very well organizez and combined. These multiple activities we did
during five days gave us the opportunity to do interesting and funny things ( to paint în the
painting workshop, to draw în the style of muslim architecture) to watch and learn about
turkish music ( the show the turkish students offered to us asa wellcoming în their school); but
also gave us the opportunity to visit many places with a great historical and religious load and
în the same time provided us knowledge and Information about customs, traditions, history,
traditional food, music and dance.

I enjoyed this meetins content, it was well prepared with interesting activities, the students
cooperated well. It was interesting to learn something new about traditions and music.

The meeting content was fantastic, because I learn so many things about Turkey, about the
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natural landscape, about religion, food, education etc. Also, there was a very good balance of
the activities types, we had practical activities and study trips, and we were continuously
engaged with the others in doing something. I also loved the fact that we could talk with both
teachers and students from DSAL.

Fully satisfied about all activities proposed and organized.

8. What are you taking home from the third international meeting?

12 responses

I’m taking home excelent memorys with great people❤ ,i’ve learned a lot about turkish tradition
and culture🇹🇷

The great soul of the hosts and the joy of all participants to meet, reunite, or get to know each
other

 
the beautiful experiences and many new friends around the world

I took memories, pictures and the memory of new friends. I took happiness from this project.

A luggage of new knowledge.

I am taking home good memories and great friendships.

A very good collaboration and some very good friends

I believe that this international project is a very important moment of human and cultural
growth that every teacher and student should try. In diversity lies unity.

Great memories, New friends.

I´m taking the best impression, the most important was for me the cooperetion between
diffferent countries, how the students were extited to spend time together and learn something
about another traditions.

Friendships that I hope they will last forever, fantastic memories, new ideas for future activities
and projects, and the desire to continue to improve this project. And to cook Turkish food by
myself!

Specially so many good friends and lovely places to remember for all our life
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9. If there is something you would like to tell the partner who organised the meeting,
that's the right place to do it!

12 responses

Thank you for this beautiful experience,hopa to see you again 💕

Thank you for the wonderful days you gave us the opportunity to spend together

no, everything was fine

Thank you for everything! You were amazing, It was the best week of my life! Have a good life!
See you later!

I had a great experience! I came back much richer spiritually.I am really greatful for everything
your team did! Great respect for all of you! Many thanks !

I am happy for the experience that was given to me.

Thank you for this opportunity 

I can only congratulate you on the care and attention received.

Everything was great, great organisation. I wish you all many more achievements, success. I
hope to see you all again.

Thanks a lot for your efford to do your best, your care and responsibility.

Thank you very much for everything, for the effort you put in organizing everything, for this very
warm way of hosting us, for taking care of us, for the kindness you showed us. I know from
experience that the work volume is huge, but I am confident that this project/mobility will
change in better the life of our students due to amazing people like teacher Serap, and the
other teachers who helped her in organizing everything. Also, thanks to everyone who cooked
for us, the meals at school were so delicious!

Nothing to say if not that We felt surrounded by friends that in any Moment did all they could to
let us be happy and confortable.
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